
Creating Realistic 
Project Plans Using AI
(And Humans!)
A BRIEF HANDBOOK OF AI-DRIVEN APPROACHES
TO PROJECT PLANNING



Thanks for picking up this handbook. It was crafted with 
love from a live, interactive session we did in August 2023, 
where we explored how AI can help you plan your projects 
right… and how it can go terribly wrong. 

As with all good emerging technologies, things change 
fast, and I don’t expect that all the information in this 
handbook will age well. But one thread of steel 
underpinned the entire conversation: AI tools are best 
used to drive human collaboration, not replace it. 

So if you’re reading this at a time where AI tools have long 
since evolved beyond their humble beginnings, hopefully 
you can treat this as an amusing historical record or 
cautionary tale to inform your current context. 

Warm regards,

Galen Low

Co-Founder of The Digital Project Manager
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The Setup



The Thing 
About Project 
Planning

● No one has a crystal ball

● Everyone has an opinion on what 
the plan should include

● Any plan will almost certainly 
change



The Thing 
About AI

● We need to wrap our heads 
around it

● No one has 100% mastered it

● Most of us are a bit afraid of it



The Goal
To explore, test, and refine a few 
ideas for using AI-driven tools to 
enhance the way we plan projects.

The Tools
● ChatGPT

● Miro AI

● Tom’s Planner

The Topics
● Building A Timeline

● Planning Resources

● Creating An Estimate

● Planning Sprints



AI Best Practices



A Few Best 
Practices

● DO NOT put sensitive information 
into tools like ChatGPT & Bard.

● DO treat it like a conversation, 
not a single command.

● DO NOT be afraid to be specific. 

● DO a sense check! Don’t expect 
the results to be 100% accurate 
and ready-to-ship.



The Scenario



Let’s 
Pretend…

● You work for an agency

● You have an existing relationship 
with a baby shoe client

● Your clients are generally used to a 
fast turnaround



You’ve received the 
following email from your 
client.



Hey,

We've just got approval to get going with the blog refresh project you guys had recommended!
 
I know it’s Aug 20 already, but it would be great if we could get the refreshed blog live in time for 
Nov 16th!
 
AstonBaby.com/blog hasn't had much love for a while. We're really keen to improve the 
performance of the blog - average visit duration is less than 1 minute, bounce rate is super high 
at 92% and page views average out at about 1.2/views/visit so barely anyone’s actually going 
through to the product. Eek!
 
We'd love to know what you think, but we're thinking we should be able to fix all of this with a bit 
of a refresh. We’re thinking it would be good to get a new blog homepage up and post layout 
template too, so it can be a bit more visual, and we can make sure we’re linking between 
articles and providing a stronger link to the product so that the blog helps us convert.
 
Can you pull together a plan for what you'd suggest in terms of approach and timeline?
 
Rebecca

The Client Email

http://astonbaby.com/blog


Checking Project Feasibility

USE CASE 1



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Help us break down the work 
and see if it’s even possible to 
hit the deadline?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Goal
Quickly build out a high-level project plan with 
key activities that my team and I can discuss.

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to frame out a project plan

● Refine (patiently) as necessary

● Along the way, don’t be afraid to provide 
some context

Get Hands-On
https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp 

Project Feasibility

https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp


Prompt #1
“I've been asked lead a blog redesign project involving 
the design and a development of a new homepage 
template and a new blog post template. 

The client is a baby shoe retailer. They would like to start 
by Sep 1 and launch the new blog by Nov 16. Some 
content migration will also be required. 

Their goal is to increase the performance of the blog: 
increasing average visit duration, decreasing blog post 
bounce rate, increased the average page views per 
session, and increased click throughs to product pages. 

Could you help me create a project plan for this project?”

Project Feasibility: ChatGPT Exploration

Why the wall of text?!?!

LLMs can learn, so the more context you can 
provide, the more it has to work with. See all 
that context? It’ll come into play later!



Results #1
ChatGPT produced a pretty solid sketch with 8 
phases and 2-3 key activities within each. 

I was happy to see that Content Migration had its 
own phase, and also that the plan had clear traces 
of solution performance in terms of establishing and 
monitoring success metrics. 

(See, the context helped me in the end!)

But don’t ship this yet! This still doesn’t tell me if I’ve 
got the people to pull this off, nor does it tell me if the 
plan is realistic for MY team! We’ll dive deeper in the 
next use case!

Project Feasibility: ChatGPT Exploration



Goal
Get a head start on a deeper dive into activities 
sequencing in a tool that can integrate with my 
project management software.

Approach
● Ask Tom’s Planner to frame out a project 

plan as a Gantt chart

● Refine (patiently) as needed

● Along the way, don’t be afraid to provide 
some context

Get A Demo Account
https://bit.ly/488qLsV 

Project Feasibility

Tom’s Planner 
Exploration 

https://bit.ly/488qLsV


Prompt #1 (AI-Assist Feature)
“This is a project where we’ll do a redesign of our shoe 
blog on our website. It would be good to get a new blog 
homepage up and post layout template too, so it can 
be a bit more visual, and we can make sure we’re 
linking between articles and providing a stronger link to 
the product so that the blog helps us convert.”

Project Feasibility: Tom’s Planner Exploration



Results #1 (AI-Assist Feature)
Tom’s Planner helped generate a few core groupings of 
activities which I was then able to expand and refine 
further using the AI Assist agent.

Some of the activities feel a bit stiff compared to my 
usual process — which is an easy fix — but I do wonder if 
I should have included more context in my prompt!

I appreciated that the tool didn’t try to take things too 
far. The next step would be to work with the team to 
select the right activities, decide on sequencing and 
durations, and then see how realistic that deadline is!

Oh, and I could then export this to my PM tool, which is 
more than I can do with ChatGPT!

Project Feasibility: Tom’s Planner Exploration



Miro 
Exploration 

Goal
Get beyond blank stares from the team by 
zeroing in on some of the root causes driving 
the project brief, which can then inform our 
approach.

Approach
● Create a mind map of possible causes 

driving the challenge areas

● Create a mind map of ways the 
conversion goal can be achieved

● Discuss with the team and refine

Get Hands-On
https://bit.ly/41NFS93 

Project Feasibility

https://bit.ly/41NFS93


Project Feasibility: Miro AI Exploration
The Prompt (using MindMap)

● “Reasons for High Bounce Rate on Website 
Blog Section”

● “Ways to Provide a Strong Linkage between 
a Blog Post and Converting a Sale”

The Results
Miro AI did a great job of creating some larger 
supercategories before drilling into common 
issues that could be discussed. 

This approach could help encourage a 
non-linear, outside-the-box approach to 
planning, using the root cause to solution instead 
of just making a timeline of what was asked of us.



Planning Team Resources

USE CASE 2



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Better understand what people 
and skills we’ll need on the 
team to get the job done?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Goal
Get a sense of the team members I’d need on 
this project and make sure I haven’t missed 
anyone!

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to frame out a project team

● Refine (patiently) as necessary

● Along the way, don’t be afraid to provide 
some context

Get Hands-On
https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp 

Project Team Resourcing

https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp


Prompt #2
Who might I need to involve in the project team to get 
this done?

Results #2
The response here was a sensible team, but at my 
agency I would skip the Web Developer if I have 
Front-End and Back-End Developer roles in there, so I 
could do a refinement pass here to remove or add roles 
and teach ChatGPT about my organization.

Either way, my next step would be to engage members 
of those teams to validate and expand upon it with the 
team — maybe with ChatGPT there to help!

Project Team Resourcing: ChatGPT Exploration



Miro 
Exploration 

Goal
Understand what agency resources I’d need 
from a skills and expertise standpoint.

Approach
● Prompt Miro AI to create a set of stickies 

for each skill set

● Work with the team leads to identify 
where there may be skills gaps

● Resource the project accordingly

Get Hands-On
https://bit.ly/41NFS93 

Project Team Resourcing

https://bit.ly/41NFS93


Project Team Resourcing: Miro AI Exploration
The Prompt (using Stickies)

“What digital agency resources do I need to 
complete a website blog refresh project?”

The Results
I kind of like that it framed things as skills instead of 
roles, which can be really important if people wear 
more than one hat at your organization (that never 
happens, right?).

I’d take these stickies and use them to build out a 
RACI instead of just blindly sending my traffic 
manager out to find a Social Media Marketing person 
when I actually may have that skill set in my Graphic 
Design resource, for example.



Creating A Ballpark Estimate

USE CASE 3



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Create a ballpark estimate to start establishing the 
budget for this project?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Goal

Try to get a sense of how much this project 
could cost so that I can test budget appetite 
with my buyer.

Approach

● Ask ChatGPT to help me generate a 
ballpark estimate

● Evaluate and refine as necessary

Get Hands-On

https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp 

Ballpark Estimation

https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp


Prompt #3

“How might I go about creating a ballpark estimate for 
this project assuming a team of 8 part-time team 
members for 10 weeks at a rate of $100 / hr?”

Results #3

This got the job done, and I was happy to see that it 
included labor hours as well as additional costs. 

However, I probably should have provided more context 
here and asked ChatGPT to speak to me as an expert. 

My prompt was too generic and indicated that I was not 
an expert, hence the “beginner-level” response!

Ballpark Estimation: ChatGPT Exploration



What About Agile?

USE CASE 4



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Pivot our current project plan 
to an agile methodology 
rather than a waterfall-style 
methodology?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Goal
Take some of the legwork out of converting a 
predictive project plan to a more adaptive 
project plan (using Scrum as the example).

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to divide our project plan 

into 2-week sprints

● Along the way, don’t be afraid to provide 
some context

Get Hands-On
https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp 

Planning For Agile

https://bit.ly/4at2Dmp


Prompt #4
“The client would actually like to try a sprint-based 
approach that loosely follows the Scrum Agile 
methodology. 

They would appoint a product owner to make decisions 
at key scrum ceremonies like sprint planning sessions, 
sprint reviews, and backlog grooming sessions. 

Could you break up the project plan into 2-week 
sprints? 

Please provide the output as a table with the goal and 
key activities described for each sprint.”

Project Team Resourcing: ChatGPT Exploration

Why a table?

ChatGPT can output a lot of different 
formats. I want to see if I can paste the plan 
into a spreadsheet as a shared working doc.



Results #4
I mean, I know that this approach isn’t the same as 
planning an agile project, but I do think this use 
case happens more often than you’d think!

I like that ChatGPT divided the tasks into sprints 
and put it into a table, but I was getting some weird 
line breaks that probably wouldn’t paste well into a 
doc or a spreadsheet, so you can see my 
refinement on the next page.

But overall, I think this gives us a fair starting point 
with the team about how this project could use an 
agile approach, and what user stories we’d need to 
define to plan and estimate it properly.

Project Team Resourcing: ChatGPT Exploration



Refinement
Here’s the refinement from the table view. The table was 
nice, but it had some formatting issues.

I made ChatGPT aware of those issues, and it presented 
me with two different layout options (you can see them 
both by clicking the small left-and-right arrows under 
the response if you are using the “get hands-on” link).

The one I selected felt like it would sit better in an email 
or a draft scope statement — mostly to communicate 
an idea of the plan, not necessarily as something that 
would be signed off!

Project Team Resourcing: ChatGPT Exploration



Conclusions



What We Learned
While it’s hard to draw any firm conclusions in a 60-minute working session, here are the key things to 
take away:

● When it comes to planning, almost anything is better than the paralysis of a blank slate, and most 
LLMs today are capable of producing quite reasonable project plans with the right context and 
inputs.

● While platforms like ChatGPT are growing rapidly both technologically and in popularity, other 
AI-driven tools specific to project management are emerging, making the prompting process more 
embedded.

● As with any application of this technology, most AI-generated project plans are going to need to be 
tailored to your team and your organization. That can be done through refinements in the 
conversation or through human intervention.

● All in all, we are probably not all that far away from LLMs trained on organizational data that will 
produce realistic project plans at the first pass. But for now I feel that the human part of the 
planning process is part of what builds the cohesion and momentum that helps a project go well.



About The DPM School



Get Confident 
Controlling 
Complex Projects
Practical Training To Take Your Project 

Management Skills To The Next Level



Today we covered some 
core principles for 
planning projects 



All of this and more is covered 
in our certificate program, 
Mastering Digital Project 
Management



After this course, you’ll be more in control of your projects; you’ll be more confident in your planning; you’ll be more 

comfortable pivoting when things don’t go to plan; and you’ll stop scrambling to keep up.

What Is Mastering 
Digital Project 
Management?
In a nutshell, it’s a hyperdrive for transforming the way you 

lead projects in a digital context. Step through real-world 

scenarios, get hands-on practice, and discuss your approach 

with your instructors and peers. 



Learn more here:
https://dpmschool.com

https://dpmschool.com


If you’re interested in getting 
more involved in the DPM 
community or have any 
questions, please get in touch!

Galen Low

galen@thedigitalprojectmanager.com


